
APPLICATION REQUESTING AN EXEMPTION FROM
SOURCE OF FUNDING DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

NYSJoint Commission on Public Ethics
540 Broadway, Albany, NY 12207
518-408-3976/¡cope@¡cope.ny.gov

The regulations governing a Client Filer's obligation to disclose sources of funding are contained in 19 NYCRRPart 938. These

regulations provide that a Client Filer may seek an exemption from the source of funding disclosure requirements. Part 938.4

sets forth the applicable standards upon which an exemption shall be granted by the Joint Commission on Public Ethics. In

addition to completing this form, please review the procedures to apply for an exemption in Part 938.5.

ALL CLIENT FILERS SEEKING AN EXEMPTION TO THE SOURCE OF FUNDING
DISCLOSURE OBLIGATIONS MUST FILL OUT THIS FORM.

Name of Client Filer Requesting Exemption:

Name of Individual Authorized to File Request:

Telephone Number:

G-t 2..) loc'l - '3 '500
Address:

\L. )" \}(Lo ~ 'D 5"\ - \" 1\-\ 'F i,e t) (2...

N~ 'f \\tL\'-., N'--, \ DOD Lf
E-Mail Address:

\NÇ-o G ~'1 c.i,c . D~

1. Client Filer is an IRC §501(c)(4) organization seeking an exemption from disclosing all Sources pursuant to 19 NYCRRPart
938.4(b), which requires a showing that the Client Filer's "primary activities involve areas of public concern that create a
substantial likelihood that disclosure of ... its Sources will cause harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Sources or
individuals or property affiliated with the Sources." >cC

)'

or

2. Client Filer is seeking an exemption for a Source, Sources, or class of Sources pursuant to 19 NYCRRPart 938.4(a), which
requires a showing by "c1ear and convincing evidence that disclosure of the Source [or Sources] will cause a substantial
likelihood of harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Source or individuals or property affiliated with the Source [or
Sources]." __

Ali Client Filers must submit, with this form, a letter addressed to the Commission requesting an exemption and setting forth
in detail why the applicable regulatory standard (19 NYCRRPart 938.4(a) or (b)) has been met.

• All information in support of the exemption request must be submitted together with the letter.

• The letter must also contain the following signed declaration: "I declare that the information contained in this
application is true, correct, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief."

All information submitted in support of an exemption will be made publicly available and discussed in
the Public Session of the Commission's meeting. The only exception to this rule is information for

which the Commission has granted a Client Filer's request for confidential treatment.
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_____ APPiICATION_REQUESJING_AN_ EXEM ¡:>_TlON_ERO_M
SOURCE OF FUNDING DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

_f\JY5_jojnt_Commissjon_on_f~ubJic_Etbics _
540 Broadway, Albany, NY 12207
518-408-3976/¡cope@¡cope.ny.gov

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CLIENT FILERSSEEKING CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT
OF INFORMATION SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF AN EXEMPTION

Pursuant to 19 NYCRRPart 938.8, a request for confidential treatment of information may only be granted by the
Commission upon a showing of particular circumstances, such as when the information would reveal an ongoing
investigation by a governmental body that has not been made public, or information that, if revealed, would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

Please indicate if the Client Filer is requesting, pursuant to 19 NYCRRPart 938.8, that specific information submitted in
support of the exemption be treated as confidential. _

Procedure for a Client Filer Requesting Confidential Treatment of Certain Information.

1. In a separate letter, indicate precisely what material is the subject of the confidentiality request and set forth, in
detail, why such material is entitled to be treated as.confidential pursuant to Part 938.8.

2. Provide two copies of the material for which confidentiality is requested.

• One copy of the material must be in an un-redacted form.

• The second copy of the material must include any proposed redactions. The redacted version of the material is
the version that, should the Commission grant the confidentiality request, will be made publicly available
(together with the material for which no confidential treatment has been requested).

Generally, proposed redactions should only include personal information which, because of a name, number,
symbol, mark or other identifier, can be used to identify a person, such as an address, telephone number, birth
date, or social security number. If the Client Filer is unable to submit a redacted version that adequately ,
preserves the requested confidentiality, provide a detailed explanation setting forth the reasons why the
material in its entirety should remain confidential.

Impact of a Grant or Denial by the Commission of a Confidentiality Request.

• If the Commission grants the confidentiality request, the material that is the subject of the request will be
considered by the Comm ission in an Executive Session that is closed to the public. All other material, and the Client
Filer's application for an exemption from the source of funding disclosure requirements as a whole, will be made
publicly available and considered by the Commission in a Public Session.

• If the Commission denies the confidentiality request, the Client Filer has two options. Indicate below whether the
Client Filer elects Option A or Option B (choose only one):

(A) The material that is the subject of the confidentiality request that was rejected by the Commission will
remain confidential and will not be considered by the Commission when evaluating the application for
exemption.

or

(B) The material that is the subject of the confidentiality request that was rejected by the Commission will be
made publicly available, in an uri-redacted and complete form (or with redactions made by the Commission
in its discretion), and will be considered by the Commission in the Public Session when evaluating the
application for an exemption.
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NYCLU
NEW YORK CIVil LIBERTIES UNION

125Broad Street
New York, NY 10004
212.607.3300
212.607.3318
www.nyclu.org

Sent by email

January 13,2017

Mr. Seth Agata
Executive Director
New York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics
540 Broadway
Albany, New York 12207

Re: Request for exemption from source-of-funding disclosure requirements

Dear Mr. Agata:

Pursuant to the Commission's regulations at 19 N.Y.C.R.R. 938.4(b), we write on behalf of the
NYCLU to request an exemption from the source-of-funding disclosure requirements. While we
remain inclined to seek a longer exemption based on the controversial public interest character of
our organization's activities, we request, at minimum, consideration for an exemption to cover
the most recent reporting period, July 1 - December 31, 2016.1

The Lobbying Act provides that organizations working on controversial public interest matters
such as civil rights and civil liberties should be categorically exempt from its source-of-funding
disclosure requirements.r It states that such disclosures "shall not apply to" any §501(c)(4)
exempt organization "whose primary activities concern any area of public concern determined by
the commission to create a substantial likelihood that application of this disclosure requirement
would lead to harm, threats, harassment, or reprisals to a source of funding or to individuals or
property affiliated with such source, including but not limited to the area of civil rights and civil
liberties ... ,,3

l The Commission has, in the past, deliberated upon requests for prospective, longer-term exemptions from
disclosure. However, it is not clear whether or on what basis the Commission may continue to consider such
requests, and it is not clear whether such requests may have impeded exemption for the relevant semi-annual
reporting period only.

For example, in August 2015, the Commission voted on a NYCLD exemption request. A Commissioner
moved for a 2-year exemption for the NYCLD, in lieu of the 3-year exemption we sought in our application.
Following debate over many aspects of our application, including the extended period of exemption, that motion
failed by a vote of 7-7. However, no motion was offered for consideration of a simple 6-month exemption to cover
just the relevant reporting period.

2 N.Y. Leg. Law I-h(c)(4).

3 Id. (Emphasis supplied).

http://www.nyclu.org
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Without enumerating civil rights and civil liberties specifically, Part 938(b)( 4) similarly provides
that the Commission "shall grant an exemption to disclose all Sources of Contributions to a
Client Filer, if (i) the Client Filer has exempt status under LR.C. §50I(c)(4); and (ii) the Client
Filer shows that its primary activities involve areas of public concern that create a substantial
likelihood that disclo-sure of its Source{s) willcause harm, threats.harassment or reprisals to the-
Source(s) or individuals or property affiliated with the Sourceïsj.?"

This exemption request is our organization's fifth before the Commission. Again, we endeavor to
make the required showing that our "primary activities" do in fact "involve areas of public
concern[,]" and that this work does in fact expose our members, donors, employees and affiliates
to a heightened probability of experiencing "hann, threats, harassment or reprisals." Despite the
acknowledgement ~ set forth in the law above - that groups such as the ACLU have long been
understood to perennially face such hostilities, we have yet to receive a determination of the
Commission that we are qualified for the exemption set forth in Part 938(b)( 4). This was so even
after an independent judicial hearing officer found that the NYCLU had satisfactorily made the
requisite showing of a pattern of hostilities, and granted an exemption on that basis.'

In summary, evidence of immediate "harm, threats, harassment or reprisals" which we have
provided in our past requests includes: a bomb tlrreat to our shared offices with the ACLU;
repeated bomb threats to our upstate New York offices; vandalism to the vehicle of a NYCLU
member on account of NYCLU activities, including the spray-painted taunts "Fuck u ACLU"
and "Die Fag"; a District Court ruling that NYCLU members have been subjected to such
hostility that their First Amendment rights were impaired; measures taken by staff who answer
NYCLU phones to avoid being publicly identified, due to threats; and examples of extremely
unpopular interests we have represented on constitutional grounds and the extreme behavior
which has resulted, including targeting of staff members. All of this evidence and more is
included in our July 2015 filing, which contains the entire record of our requests and appeals,
and is appended. That request, like the others, was denied." .

Following that denial, we submitted an appeal to the Commission, which was denied. We then
requested a hearing. On November 13, 2015, the NYCLU received a notice from Commission
counsel: our final request, for a hearing on the denial of our appeal to the Commission, had itself
been denied. The same week, a person posted on Facebook: "THE ACLU AND THE NAACP
ARE TAKING BRIBERY MONEY FROM THE KU KLUX KLAN ... ALL THE MEMBERS
GOT TO [BE] KILLED TODAY FOR A BETTER AMERICA[.]" The week after, he posted
"THE NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTY UNION IS RUN BY THE KU KLUX KLAN AND
UNCLE-AUNT TOMS ... ALL OF THEM GOT TO BE KILLED TODA Y[.]"

4 19 NYCRR 938.4(b) (emphasis supplied).

5 Decision of George C. Pratt, Judicial Hr'g Officer, reversing denial of exemption (July 11,2014). On Jan. 28,
2014, JCOPE denied the NYCLU's application for an exemption from the disclosure requirements in the Source of
Funding Regulations. The NYeLU's letter appealing that determination, dated April24, 2014, provides background
regarding action taken by JCOPE on the NYCLU's exemption request; the letter also analyzes the underlying
statute, the state's Lobbying Act, pursuant to which JCOPE has promulgated the Source of Funding Regulations.
The NYCLU's letter of Apri124, 2014 is included herewith (without attachments) as Exhibit B.
6 See note 1 supra.
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The same individual had previously attempted to post the following exhortation directly upon the
NYCLU Facebook page: "BLOW UP THE NYCLU WITH A BIG BOMB ... TODAY 10-19-
2015 ... FOR A BETTER AMERICA ... BECOME A HERO AND DO IT[.]"

That individual did not feel that the NYCLU was doing enough to protect minorities; many of
our detractors feel that the NYCLU only cares for the interests of minorities. Such is the case
with another person who mailed a letter to NYCLU in July 2015: "You BASTARDS are
ALWAYS PROTECTING MINORITIES, GAYS, ATHEISTS, MUSLIMS AND OF COURSE
JEWS!!! YOU [Executive Director Donna Lieberman, addressed] AND NORMAN [Siegel,
NYCLU's former Executive Director, also addressed] ARE JEWISH! HOW MANY OF YOUR
"KIND" WORK THERE? I bet the place was STARTED BY A JEW!" This continues for two
pages, until the author signs off: "YOU ALL DESERVE TO BURN IN HELL FOREVER!!"

More than a year later, in September 2016, another letter, verifiably from the same individual,
followed. In this more recent letter, the author again takes issue with those whose interests the
NYCLU purportedly represents: "MUSLIM TERRORISTS, COP KILLERS, PEDOPHILES,
RAPISTS, CHILD KILLERS, DRUG DEALERS, PERVERTED RABBIS, SEX
TRAFFICKERS, COMPUTER HACKERS AND CON ARTISTS DON'T DESERVE TO
HAVE ANY RIGHTS WHATSOEVER!" The writer suggests, "THEY DESERVE TO BE
"TAKEN OUT," ONE BY ONE ... NO JUDGE, NO JURY, JUST AN EXECUTIONER!" This
time, in conclusion: "YOUR ORGANIZATION NEEDS TO BE WIPED OUT!"

Copies ofthese communications are appended for the Commission's inspection. They represent
attitudes expressed daily, throughout New York and nationwide, toward the ACLU, its affiliates,
its members and supporters, its clients, and its stances. Such communications are, unfortunately,
relatively common. Sometimes they rise to the level of threat; sometimes they are merely
disturbing. But sometimes, on thankfully rare occasions, those who express such deep hatred -
for us, for our ideals, and for the people and institutions who make it possible for us to do our
work - have grown frustrated of simply speaking their minds and acted out their hatred instead.

In 2017, the emerging political climate does not encourage faith in the civility of public
discourse. If the Commission requires further evidence or explanation in support of its
deliberations, please allow the NYCLU an opportunity to provide it. As an organization whose
entire mission is the furtherance of civil rights and civil liberties, we seek an exemption for the
foregoing reasons and believe we have provided ample support for the request.

I declare that the information contained in this application is true, correct, and complete to the
best of my knowledge and belief.

Sinett
Æ! (~
DOl11-raLieberman
Executive Director
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APPENDIX:
July 2015 Request for Exemption

Including All Exhibits & Attachments



APPLICATION REQUESTING AN EXEMPTION FROM
SOURCE OF FUNDING DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

NYSJoint Commission on Public Ethics
540 Broadway, Albany, NY 12207
518-408-3976/¡cope@¡cope.ny.gov

The regulations governing a Client Filer's obligation to disclose sources of funding are contained in 19 NYCRR Part 938. These

reguiations provide that a Client Filer may seek an exemption from the source of funding disclosure requirements. Part 938.4

sets forth the applicabie standards upon which an exemption shall be granted by the Joint Commission on Public Ethics, In

addition to completing this form, please review the procedures to apply for an exemption in Part 938.5.

ALL CLIENT FILERS SEEKING AN EXEMPTION TO THE SOURCE OF FUNDING
DISCLOSURE OBLIGA TIONS MUST FILL OUT THIS FORM.

Name of Client Filer Requesting Exemption:

Name of Individual Authorized to Fiie Request:

Titie: t;.,~6C.\)'\\"G "O\\z_ec..ÎO~

Telephone Number: (z.. \ '7..-) (001- '3'" O O

Address: I'~S e, {2.. OAO ST ~ ,~\~\ Y:\"'QOQ....

~~ '( 09- 'I¡¿( N'i \ 00 O(..\

lNr::O @ ~'1 c.x.o. O\2-~E-Mail Address:

1. Client Filer is an IRC §501(c)(4) organization seeking an exemption from disclosing all Sources pursuant to 19 NYCRRPart
938.4(b), which requires a showing that the Client Fiier's "primary activities involve areas of public concern that create a
substantial likelihood that disclosure of ... its Sources will cause harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Sources or
individuals or property affiliated with the Sources." .'"

or

2, Client Filer is seeking an exemption for a Source, Sources, or class of Sources pursuant to 19 NYCRR Part 938.4(a), which
requires a showing by "clear and convincing evidence that disclosure of the Source [or Sources] will cause a substantial
likelihood of harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Source or individuals or property affiliated with the Source [or
Sources]," ____..;;__

All Client Filers must submit, with this form, a letter addressed to the Commission requesting an exemption and setting forth
in detail why the applicable regulatory standard (19 NYCRRPart 938.4(a) or (b)) has been met.

• All information in support of the exemption request must be submitted together with the letter.

• The letter must also contain the following signed declaration: III declare that the information contained in this
application is true, correct, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief."

All information submitted in support of an exemption will be made publicly available and discussed in
the Public Session of the Commission's meeting. The only exception to this rule is information for

which the Commission has granted a Client Filer's request for confidential treatment.
1
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SOURCE OF FUNDING DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS 540 Broadway, Albany, NY 12207

518-408-3976/¡cope@¡cope.ny.gov

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CLIENT FILERS SEEKING CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT
OF INFORMATION SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF AN EXEMPTION

.. ~

Pursuant to 19 NYCRRPart 938.8, a request for confidential treatment of information may only be granted by the
Commission upon a showing of particular circumstances, such as when the information would reveal an ongoing
investigation by a governmental body that has not been made publlc, or information that, if revealed, would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

Please indicate if the Client Filer is requesting, pursuant to 19 NYCRRPart 938.8, that specific information submitted in
support of the exemption be treated as confidential. _

Procedure for a Client Filer Requesting Confidential Treatment of Certain Information.

1. In a separate letter, indicate precisely what material is the subject of the confidentiality request and set forth, in
detail, why such material is entitled to be treated as confidential pursuant to Part 938.8.

2. Provide two copies of the material for which confidentiality is requested.

• One copy of the material must be in an un-redacted form.

• The second copy of the material must include any proposed redactions. The redacted version of the material is
the version that, should the Commission grant the confidentiality request, will be made publicly available
(together with the material for which no confidential treatment has been requested).

Generally, proposed redactions should only include personal information which, because of a name, number,
symbol, mark or other identifier, can be used to identify a person, such as an address, telephone number, birth
date, or social security number. If the Client Filer is unable to submit a redacted version that adequately
preserves the req uested confidentiality, provide a detailed explanation setting forth the reasons why the
material in its entirety should remain confidential.

Impact of a Grant or Denial by the Commission of a Confidentiality Request.

• If the Commission grants the confidentiality request, the material that is the subject of the request will be
considered by the Commission in an Executive Session that is closed to the public. All other material, and the Client
Filer's application for a n exemption from the source of funding disclosure requirements as a whole, will be made
publicly available and considered by the Commission In a Public Session.

• If the Commission denies the confidentiality request, the Client Filer has two options. Indicate below whether the
Client Filer elects Option A or Option B (choose only one):

(A) The material that is the subject of the confidentiality request that was rejected by the Comm ission will
remain confidential and will not be considered by the Commission when evaluating the application for
exemption.

or

(B) The material that is the subject of the confidentiality request that was rejected by the Commission will be
made publicly available, in an uti-redacted and complete form (or with redactions made by the Commission
in its discretion), and will be considered by the Commission In the Public Session when evaluating the
application for an exemption.

2
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NYCLU 125 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004
212.607.3300
212.607.3318
www.nyclu.orgNEW YORK CIVil LIBERTIES UNION

Sent by email

July 13, 2015

Ms. Letizia Tagliafierro
Executive Director
N ew York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics
540 Broadway
Albany, New York 12207

Re: Request for exemption from the disclosure requirements in the Source of
Funding Regulations adopted by the Joint Commission on Public Ethics 1

Dear Ms. Tagliafierro:

In October of2013, the Joint Commission on Public Ethics (JCOPE) adopted regulations that
require organizations engaged in lobbying activities to provide JCOPE information regarding
donors - including names, addresses, employers, and amounts contributed - who have donated
more than $5,000 to such organizations.f These Source of Funding Regulations provide that
JCOPE would make such information publicly available.

The regulations, as required by the state's Lobbying Law, provide organizations an exemption
from the source-of-funding disclosure provisions under certain circumstances.

On July 11, 2014, the NYCLU was granted, pursuant to appeal, an exemption from the
disclosure provisions in the Source of Funding Regulations. The ruling granting the NYCLU an
exemption from the regulation is attached as Exhibit A.3

We write, on behalf of the NYCLU, seeking an exemption from these reporting requirements for
the current reporting period.

l 19 NYCRR sas, 43 N.Y. Reg. 18-19 (Oct. 23,2013) (JPE-43-13-00021-EP) (adopted as amended, May 21,2014).

2 Id.

3 Decision of George C. Pratt, Judicial Hr'g Officer, reversing denial of exemption (July 11, 2014). On Jan. 28,
2014, JCOPE denied the NYCLU's application for an exemption from the disclosure requirements in the Source of
Funding Regulations. The NYCLU's letter appealing that determination, dated April24, 2014, provides background
regarding action taken by JCOPE on the NYCLU's exemption request; the letter also analyzes the underlying
statute, the state's Lobbying Act, pursuant to which JCOPE has promulgated the Source of Funding Regulations.
The NYCLU's letter of April24, 2014 is included herewith (without attachments) as Exhibit B.

http://www.nyclu.org


The NYCLU's claim for an exemption from the disclosure provisions in the Source of
Funding Regulations

We bring this request for an exemption from the disclosure requirements in the Source of
Funding Regulations underPart 938.4ofNYCRR Title 19; which states that the Commission
"shall grant an exemption to disclose a Source of a Contribution, if the Client Filer shows by
clear and convincing evidence that disclosure ofthe Source will cause a substantial likelihood of
harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Source or individuals or property affiliated with the
Source.,,4

This section of the regulation also states that the Commission "shall grant an exemption to
disclose all Sources of Contributions to a Client Filer, if (i) the Client Filer has exempt status
under LR.C. §501(c)(4); and (ii) the Client Filer shows that its primary activities involve areas of
public concern that create a substantial likelihood that disclosure of its Source(s) will cause
hann, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Source(s) or individuals or property affiliated with
the Source(s)."s

The NYCLU's mission is to defend and promote the fundamental principles and values
embodied in the Bill of Rights, the U.S. Constitution, and the New York Constitution, including
freedom of speech and religion, the right to privacy, and equality and due process of law for all
New Yorkers. The NYCLU is organized under the LR.C. as a §501(c) (4) organization. Members
of the NYCLU staff are registered lobbyists pursuant to New York's Lobbying Act," and the
NYCLU reports as a lobbying "client.,,7 The organization has approximately 50,000 members
and supporters statewide, with offices in Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, White Plains,
Hempstead (Nassau County), and Central Islip (Suffolk County), as well as New York City.

In requesting this exemption from the Source of Funding Regulations, we restate our objection to
the standard by which the Commission will make determinations regarding such an exemption. It
is well established by the Supreme Court that the appropriate standard for exempting
organizations from the requirement to publicly disclose information regarding their financial
donors is the showing of a "reasonable probability" such disclosure would cause harm, threats or
reprisal to those donors or to their property' However, the regulation adopts a heightened
standard - "substantial likelihood" of harm or harassment - as the basis for granting such an
exemption. We believe this is in error both as a matter of constitutional law and public policy;
and the NYCLU reserves the right to appeal a ruling by JCOPE that is made pursuant to this
standard.

4 19 NYCRR 938.4(a).

5 19 NYCRR 938.4(b).

6 N.Y. Leg. Law I-a, et seq.

7 See N.Y. Leg. Law § l-j(4).

8 Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1,88 (1976).
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Having stated this objection, we set out herein the record and reasoning that demonstrate the
NYCLU should be granted an exemption from the reporting requirements in the Source of
Funding Regulations.

There is a substantial likelihood that public disclosure of personal information about the
NYCLU's financial donors will result in threats, harassment and possibly violence

The evidence submitted by the NYCLU in support ofthis exemption application demonstrates
that when the names and addresses of the NYCLU's members are made public, they have
episodically become the targets of harassment and threats of violence. This record further
demonstrates that there is a "substantial likelihood" that if the identities of those who financially
support the NYCLU's work were disclosed, they would face similar treatment.

Following adoption of the Source of Funding Regulations, in October of2013, the NYCLU filed
with JCOPE an application for an exemption from the donor-disclosure provisions in the
regulation. That filing included extensive documentation of harassment directed at NYCLU
employees, members and volunteers, as a consequence of their association with the NYCLU.
Individuals associating with the NYCLU have been stalked at their homes and threatened with
physical hann; their property has been vandalized. (See December 3,2013 Exemption Request,
attached as Exhibit C.) This has occurred pot only to those associated with the NYCLU, but also
to ACLU members and employees throughout the country.

That record covered a fourteen-year period, from 1999 through 2013. Itwas on the basis of this
factual record that the NYCLU was granted an exemption from the Source of Funding
Regulations in 2014.

However, that record must be understood in context. Threats and acts of reprisal are inherent to
the NYCLU's advocacy on behalf of civil rights and civil liberties. Persons associated with the
NYCLU have been targets of this type of reprisal since the organization was established in 1951
- the most recent example being a bomb threat directed at the New York City office in April of
2015.

Excerpts from the factual record included in the NYCLU's 2013 request for an exemption from
the donor-disclosure requirements appear below, in abbreviated fonn. (For the complete filing,
see Exhibit C, attached.)

• An NYCLU staff member involved in litigation regarding the free-speech rights of Ku
Klux Klan members was the target of a campaign of reprisal organized by individuals
opposing the NYCLU's involvement in that case. These individuals made threatening
phone calls to the staff member and her family; rang her apartment door bell at all hours
of the night; entered her apartment building without authorization; and even attempted to
break into the apartment. The manager of the apartment building and the manager of the
NYCLU's offices were required to provide twenty-four-hour security at each site.

• A cross was set afire on the lawn outside the home of an NYCLU client in Central New
York who had spoken publicly about hosting an event for LOBT teenagers.



• An NYCLU member in New York's Southern Tier who publicly opposed a proposed
town ordinance that would ban all lawn signs had the tires of his car deflated; the phrases
"F--- u ACLU" and "die fag" were painted on the car while it was parked in the driveway
at his home. (See Exhibit D, attached). The NYCLU member also received-a ransom-
style letter with a death threat.

• An NYCLU staff member who responds to telephone calls at the office has received a
number of death threats and threats of physical assault while at work. On several
occasions callers threatened that they would come to the NYCLU offices and attack the
staff member when he left the office building.

• A man dressed in a black robe would regularly appear at the offices of the NYCLU and
ACLU in lower Manhattan. The man would march outside the building waving signs that
denounced the organizations' staff members as "dogs" and "Jews." He also maintained a
web site that charged the organizations were parties to aJ ewish conspiracy.

• At least five members of the NYCLU became subject to community hostility after their
names and addresses were made public pursuant to a statutory reporting scheme,
according to federal court ruling, which found that as a consequence these individuals
were deterred from associating with the NYCLU.9

The NYCLU is the state affiliate of the ACLU, a national organization. The factual record
presented in the NYCLU's exemption request filed in December 2013 also included incidents
involving other state affiliates ofthe ACLU, which all share a common institutional mission-
upholding civil rights and civil liberties.l'' In this sense all affiliates of the ACLU are similarly
situated; and indeed these affiliates report similar incidents of harassment related to their
advocacy.

The Supreme Court has recognized in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 74 (1947) that controversial
organizations seeking exemptions from disclosure obligations are permitted to rely upon
incidents involving comparable organizations.!' Following are examples of harassment directed
at ACLU affiliates in reprisal for their advocacy.

• ACLU staff members have been listed in the "Nuremburg Files" website, which vilifies
reproductive advocates and health care professional. Dr. Barnett Slepian, a Buffalo
physician, was identified on the web site; he was murdered by an anti-abortion zealot.

9 NYCLUv. Acito, 459 F.Supp 75 (1978).

10 The Supreme Court has recognized in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1,74 (1947) that controversial organizations
seeking exemptions from disclosure obligations are permitted to rely upon incidents involving comparable
organizations.

11 Court rulings that have developed the legal standards in Buckley have affirmed this principle. See, e.g., Brown v.
Socialist Workers '74 Campaign Committee (Ohio), 459 U.S. 98,99-102 (1982).
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• A high-ranking official with the ACLU's affiliate in Iowa received a threatening letter
after commenting in a newspaper on an ACLU report that addressed racial disparities in
marijuana arrests. The letter stated, "Get your nasty ass out of Iowa by July 1st or end up
like that Darkie in Sanford, Florida, that is dead as last weeks rock and roll hit."

• In response to advocacy for LGBT rights, the ACLU of Oklahoma was sent a hostile
music video that intercut pictures of activists with images of fire. The video was
delivered with a message that read in part, "A prayer has gone out against you .... When
you play with fire you will get burned .... So be prepared to defend yourselves for the
actions you take. You can never say you were never warned."

• In July 2010, Byron Williams loaded his car with guns and body armor. He headed for
San Francisco with the intention of killing employees at the offices of the ACLU of
Northern California. Police apprehended Williams before he reached San Francisco.

In granting the NYCLU an exemption from the reporting requirements in the Source of Funding
Regulations, Judge George C. Pratt cited the evidence that JCOPE considers in evaluating such
an exemption request, including: (i) Specific evidence of past or present harm, (ii) The severity,
number of incidents, and duration of past or present harm, and (iii) A pattern of threats or
manifestations of public hostility.i'' He added that,

All three of these, however, include evidence of harm not only to or against the 'Source,'
i.e., the donor, but also, more broadly, to or against the 'Client Filer,' i.e., the Appellant.
Moreover, in the third category, pattern of threats or manifestation of public hostility, is
further broadened to include as the targets 'individuals or property affiliated with the
Source(s) or Client Filer.' (Emphasis in the origina1.)13

After applying this evidentiary standard to an excerpt from the factual record included in the
NYCLU's application for an exemption, Judge Pratt concluded,

[E]ven in the abbreviated form it is clear that Appellant provided 'specific' evidence' of
many and severe incidents extending over a period of years that show a 'pattern of
threats' and 'manifestations of public hostility' to Appellant and its affiliates because of
their advocacy for constitutional rights. The uncontroverted and unchallenged evidence
fully satisfies the [evidentiary] requirements of the Commission's regulations and, when
evaluated realistically, the evidence in the record shows there was 'a substantial
likelihood of harm; threats, harassment [and] reprisals to the 'Client Filer' [Appellant]
and to 'individuals [and] property affiliated with the ... Client filer.' 14

Judge Pratt's ruling, based upon the record summarized above, was issued just one year ago, on
July 11, 2014. That record, covering a fourteen-year period, remains timely; the facts remain
pertinent to this exemption request - and no less persuasive in 2015 than in 2014. This is because

12 Decision of George C. Pratt, supra note 3 and Exhibit C, at 8 (citing 19 NYeRR 938.4(a) and (b)).

13 Id. at 8-9.

14 Id. at 8-9.



it is in the very nature of the NYCLU' s mission - to uphold the civil liberties of an individual or
minority group in the face of a hostile majority - that strong feelings are aroused, and that these
feelings are sometimes expressed in a threatening or violent manner.

This phenomenon-can he observed throughout the history of the organization. A recent example,
from April of this year, involved a bomb threat directed at the NYCLU offices in New York
City, which required a police investigation. The message that accompanied the threat referred to
the 9/11 attacks. Following 9/11, the NYCLU was vilified in some quarters for its advocacy on
behalf of civilliberties in the face of government anti-terrorism initiatives - and, in particular,
for objecting to discriminatory conduct directed at Muslims and Sikhs.

The foregoing analysis demonstrates that financial contributors to the NYCLU face a substantial
likelihood of harm if JCOPE were to make public their personal information. And for this
reason, the NYCLU should be granted an exemption from the Source of Funding Regulations.

The NYCLU requests an exemption of three years from the disclosure requirements in the
Source of Funding Regulations

In making this application for an exemption from the reporting provisions in the Source of
Funding Regulations, we also request that members ofthe Joint Commission on Public Integrity
reconsider the requirement that organizations granted an exemption must resubmit an exemption
application on an annual basis.

The NYCLU has provided an extensive record of harassment, including threats and acts of
violence, directed at NYCLU staff and members in a fifteen-year period. The record
demonstrates that the NYCLU meets the standard for an exemption from the reporting provisions
in the Source of Funding Regulations. The record also demonstrates that the evidence on which
the application is based is not unique, unusual or situational; threat of reprisal against the
NYCLU, and against its clients, members and property, is a routine and recurring phenomenon.

For this reason, we request that the Commission grant to the NYCLU, and to organizations
similarly situated, an exemption for three years from the provisions in the Source of Funding
Regulations.

I declare that the information contained in this application is true, correct, and complete to the
best of my knowledge and belief.

Executive Director

Robert Perry
Legislative Director
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NEW YORK STATE
JOINT COMMISSION ON PUBLIC ETHICS

In the Matter of the Appeal of .._ . ... I
NEW YORK CIVIL LI~ERTIES UNI~~

Before:

George C. Pratt
Judicial Hearing Officer

DECISION

The New York Civil Liberties Union ("Appellant") appealed on April 24, 2014,

from the April4, 2014, decision by the Joint Commission on Public Ethics (lithe

Commission") that denied the Appellant's Application for an exemption from the

Commission's Source of Funding Reporting Requirements. The appeal was taken

under Part 938.6 of the Commission's Source of Funding Regulations and was

assigned by the Commission to the undersigned as a Judicial Hearing Officer.

BACKGROUND
Appellant is the New York State affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union.

Its mission is to defend and promote the fundamental principles and values embodied in

the Bill of Rights, the U. S. Constitution, and the New York Constitution, Including

freedom of speech and religion, the right to privacy and equality, and due process of law

for all New Yorkers. Because members of Appellant's staff are registered lobbyists,

Appellant reports to the Commission as a lobbying "client", By advocating on behalf of

individuals' rights and liberties Appellant is often engaged in highly public controversies

that arouse strong opinions and feelings.
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Under the amended regulations Appellant, as an organization that engages in

lobbying activities, is required to disclose the names, addresses, employers, and

contribution information regarding any contributor who provides to it at least $5,000.

However, the regulations provide for possible exemptions, which presents the problem

now under consideration.

The Application.

Appellant applied to the Commission on December 3,2013, for an exemption

from its source-ot-fundlnç disclosure regulations as amended on Oct. 23, 2013. Its

Application consisted of a seven-paqe. single-spaced letter, a three-page, single-

spaced Supplemental Statement of Facts, and a three-page application form. The

Application appears to be made under Part 938.4(b), but no appeal is permitted from

the denial of an application under that subsection. (938.6(a)). However, the substance

of the application, as well as the Commission's denial of the exemption, covers issues

presented by an application under subsection (a), and this appeal will not be dismissed

because of the technicality. It will be considered and decided as if the Application had

specified Part 938.4(a) instead of Part 938.4(b).

To be entitled to an exemption, Appellant was required to show to the

Commission by "clear and convincing evidence that disclosure of the Source will cause

a substantial likelihood of harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Source or

individuals or property affiliated with the Source." (938.4(a». Appellant claimed

entitlement to the exemption because disclosure of the names of sources of

contributions over $5,000 would "cause a substantial likelihood of harm, threats,

harassment, or reprisals to the Source or individuals or property affiliated with the



Source." (938.4(a)). Appellant also objected to the Commission's regulations having

changed the standard of proof required from "reasonable probability" to "substantial

likelihood", cIaíming that the heightened standard is "in erro-r both as a matter of

constitutional Jawand public policy" (App. at 2), and Appellant reserved its right to

challenge the revised standard on appeal, but that issue need not be addressed in this

decision, which addresses only whether the Commission's denial of the exemption was

"clearly erroneous in view of the evidence in the record." (938.7(c)).

Appellant contended that its activities in controversies and conflicts that are

related to the exercise, or suppression, of civílliberties subject the organization, its staff,

and its members to harassment and intimidation, and that disclosing personal

information about its donors and supporters would subject those individuals to risks of

.harrn, threats, harassment, and reprisal that are both unwarranted and unnecessary.

The Evidence. '

In support, Appellant's Application included the following evidence [summarized],

which Appellant argued showed over a period from 1999 through 2013 a "phenomenon

of retaliatory animus toward the NYCLU [that] is inherent to the advocacy the

organization pursues."(App. at 6)

• After suing on behalf of a group affiliated with the Ku Klux Klan and

challenging an ordinance that banned wearing masks in public, Appellant

received threats and harassment, and a staff member received

,threatening phone calls at home and was subjected to an attempted home

invasion that was stopped by police.

3
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• An opposing group publicly announced efforts to target a high~level official

of Appellant, who continually receives emails or letlers that are threatening

in nature.

• The same official and other staff members receive Christmas greetings

reviling Appellant and, in some cases, offering prayers for its demise.

• Harassment and threats to Appellant's directors, staff, and regional

offices, Including a cross-burning, threats of death and physical assault,

picketing of offices and homes. One picket waived a sign denouncing the

NYCLU, and ACLU as "dogs" and Jews".

• A decision by the U. S. District Court for the Southern District of New York

that at least five of the NYCLU's approximately 40,000 members have

been subjected to commu nity hostility after their association with [the

NYCLU] had become known.

In a supplemental statement of facts, the Application also set forth details of

events where Appellant's affiliates around the country had been the victims of threats:

• Threats by anti-abortion activists, such as being listed in the "Nuremburg

Files" website, which vilifies reproductive-rights advocates as well as

health care professionals involved in reproductive services, one of whom

was murdered in 1988.

• A threat to a high ranking official of the Iowa affiliate that had commented

on racial disparities in marijuana arrests" "Get your nasty ass out of Iowa

by July 1st or end up like that Darkie in Sanford, Florida, that is dead as

last weeks rock and roll hit."



• A judge's 2008 ruling in Colorado based on threatening and harassing

communications following the affiliate's challenge to police action seizing

records of a tax-preparation firm to identify- undocumented immigrants

using fraudulent social security numbers. The ruling was that the risk of

retaliation and harassment directed at the clients of the tax preparer was

so great that they could proceed in the litigation as' anonymous "John Doe"

plaintiffs.

• In response to advocacy promoting LGBT rights the Oklahoma affiliate

received a hostile music video that intercut pictures of activists with

images of a fire. With the video was a message that said in part, ", , ,

When you play with fire, you will get burned" , , So be prepared to defend

yourselves for the actlons you take, You can never say that you were

never warned,"

• In July 2010 a Byron Williams loaded his car with guns and body armor

and headed for San Francisco with the intention of killing employees at the

offices of Appellant's Northern California affiliate. He was apprehended by

police on the way there,

The Commission's Decision.

The Commission denied the Application by vote of five to three, The Majority's

four-paraçraph decision states in its first paragraph that it is "set[ting] forth reasons and

bases for the denial of the application", but after two paragraphs describing the statutory

and regulatory background the Majority merely concluded in its fourth paragraph that

5
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the NYCLU's application did not present sufficient evidence
demonstrating that the NYCLU's compliance with the
disclosure requirements would create a 'substantial
likelihood' of harm to its sources of funding (including
individuals and property associated with those sources).
Rather, the evidence presented was too remote and
speculative to establish a substantial likelihood of harm.

In dissent, the Minority protested the Majority's narrow interpretation of the

governing statute, arguing that the demonstration of "substantial likelihood of harm", as

required by the Majority, was "an impossible standard for any applicant to meet."

The Appeal.

Appellant's appeal from the Commission's denial is dated April 24, 2014. The

regulations provide that the record on appeal "shall consist of the original application for

exemption together with any supporting materials that were submitted pursuant to Part

938.5 and the Commission's written denial." (938.7(b)). Those materials were

received from the Commission on June 30, 2014. Under the regulations this decision

may "affirm, reverse or remand the decision of the Commission" (938.7(d)), but may

reverse "only if such denial is clearly erroneous in view of the evidence in the record."

(938.7(c)).

DISCUSSION

As indicated by the foregoing, the task of the Judicial Hearing Officer on this

appeal is to determine whether the Commission's denial of an exemption to Appellant

was "clearly erroneous in view of the evidence in the record." liA finding is 'clearly

erroneous' when although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing [body] on the



entire evidence is left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been

committed." United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364, 395 (1948).

Since there was-no evidentiary hearing before the CommissIon, and since no

opposing papers were submitted, the only "evidence in the record" is what was included

in Appellant's written Application to the Commission. None of that evidence was

presented under oath, but as required by the Commission's application form,

Appellant's letter Application included a declaration "that the information contained in

this application is true, correct, and complete to the best of our knowledge and belief."

(App. at 7). Of course, all of the Appellant's evidence was hearsay, but the rules of

evidence do not apply in this type of proceeding, and there has been no challenge to

any of the statements and reports included in the application, nor does anything in those

statements and reports inherently suggest any question as to their reliability.

If the Application showed by "clear and convincing evidence that disclosure of the

Source will cause a substantial probability of harm, threats, harassment or reprisals",

the Commission was bound to grant the exemption (liThe Commission shall grant the

exemption" [938.4(a) emphasis added]). The issue on appeal thus becomes:

Assuming that the events and circumstances described in Appellant's Application

occurred as described, was the Commission's denial of the exemption clearly

erroneous? Because disclosure of donors had not previously been required, it was

apparent, to the Legislature in enacting the statute, and to the Commission in

promulgating the regulations, that an applicant would most likely be unable to present

evidence of actual harm, etc. to its donors. Because donors' identities had not been

previously disclosed, such harm simply would not have occurred.

7
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The regulations, however, provide guidance for bridging this apparent gap. They

list five types of evidence that the Commission is to consider when determining whether

the required showing of harm, etc. had been made. The first three are:

(i) Specific evidence of past or present harm,

(ii) The severity, number of incidents, and duration of past or present harm,

and

(iii) A pattern of threats or manifestations of public hostility.

All three of these, however. include evidence of harm not only to or against the

"Source", i. e. the donor, but also, more broadly, to or against the "Client Filer", i.e. the

Appellant. Moreover, the third category, pattern of threats or manifestations of public

hostility, is further broadened to include as the targets "individuals or property affiliated

with the Source(s) or Client Filer." (emphasis added).

A failure to consider and follow these regulations would make the Commission's

denial "clearly erroneous", particularly in tight of the regulations' mandatory requirement

that the exemption "shall" be granted upon the described showing.

Analyzed in light of the above considerations, the decision of the Commission is,

indeed, clearly erroneous. The evidence in the record is described above in

abbreviated form. The Application itself provides significantly more detail and additional

examples. But even in the abbreviated form it is clear that Appellant provided "specific

evidence" of many and severe incidents extending over a period of years that show a

"pattern of threats" and "manifestations of public hostility" to Appellant and its affiliates

because of their advocacy for constitutional rights. This uncontroverted and

unchallenged evidence fully satisfies the requirements of Parts (i), (ii), (iii) and (lv) of



Part 938.4 of the Commission's regulations and, when evaluated realistically, the

evidence in the record shows that there was "a substantial likelihood of harm, threats,

harassment [and] reprisals" to the "Cllënt Filer" [Appellant] and to-lIihdividoals [and]

property affiliated with the ... Client Filer". The Commission's findings that the

Application "did not present sufficient evidence" and that lithe evidence presented was

too remote and speculative" were clearly erroneous. The exemption must be granted.

An exemption for qualified donors to the Appellant is consistent with the intent of

the Legislature in enacting the LObbying Act, which proclaimed:

This disclosure shall not require disclosure of the
sources of funding whose disclosure, in the determination of
the commission based upon a review of the relevant facts
presented by the reporting lobbyist, may cause harm, threats,
harassment, or reprisals to the source or to individuals or
property affiliated with the source. (Lobbying Act § 1~h(c)).

As pointed out in the Appellant's application, the sponsors of the legislation stated that

civil rights and civil liberties organizations, among others, "are expected to qualify for

such an exemption In the Joint Commission's regulations", and "organizations whose

primary activities focus on the question of abortion rights, family planning, discrimination

or persecution based upon race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or religion,

immigrant rights, and the rights of certain criminal defendants are expected to be

covered by such an exemption." (App at 2).

Moreover, an exemption to Appellant gives proper deference to the constitutional

requirement to protect the First Amendment rights of citizens to express their views on

controversial issues by providing financial support to organizations that further their

favored causes.

9
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CONCLUSION

The decision appealed from is clearly erroneous and is therefore reversed.I'"~ /,,--..,_

~

' -:l r->. tt'/ '." CîY1 ' ' ,,/.','>O'
l _r',,>t1 )'1... ,/ f )t< ~ ¥

July JL., 2014 / €lorgEle, Pratt

Judicial Hearing Officer
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NYCLU
NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

125 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004
212,607,3300
212,607,3318
www,nyolu,org

April 24, 2014

Rob Cohen
Special Counsel & Director of Ethics and Lobbying Compliance
New York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics
540 Broadway
Albany, N,y' 12207

Dear Mr, Cohen:

The New York Civil Liberties Union ("NYCLU") writes to appeal the decision by the Joint
Commission on Public Ethics ("JCOPE" or "the Commission") to deny the NYCLU's application
far an exemption from JCOPE's Source of Funding Reporting Requirements, Founded in1951,
the NYCLU is a not-for-profit, nonpartisan organization with eight chapters and approximately
50,000 members across New York State, The NYCLU's mission is to defend and promote the
fundamental principles and values embodied in the Bill of Rights, the U.S, Constitution, and the
New York Constitution, including freedom of speech and religion, the right to privacy, and
equality and due process oflaw for all New Yorkers, Members of the NYCLU staff are registered
lobbyists pursuant to New York's Lobby Act' and the NYCLU reports to JCOPE as a lobbying
"client.,,2 The NYCLU is required to submit semi-aanual lobbying reports to JCOPE twice
annually, 011 January 15 and July 15 each year,3 The NYCLU also files bi-monthly lobbying'
reports to JCOPE six times a year,

In 2013, JCOPE promulgated a regulation requiring organizations to report information regarding
their financial donors, including personal information about individual donors, The NYCLU
submitted several applications for an exemption from JCOPE's Source of Funding disclosure
requirements." The NYCLU was notified in writing on April a, 2014, that its application for an
exemption had been rejected by the Commission,

The NYCLU appeals the determination that it did not successfully demonstrate that disclosure of
personal information about its donors would present a "substantial likelihood" that those donors
would be subject to harassment. The NYCLU's ten page application to the Commission included
multiple specific, recent examples ofNYCLU staff and members being targeted for threats and
violence - including attempted home invasions, slashed tires, crosses burned on front lawns, the
words "F~-- u ACLU" and "die fag" painted 011 cars, and repeated death threats, The factual record
set out in the NYCLU's application demonstrates that the pattern of threats and harassment

1 N,Y, Leg, Law l-a, et seq,
2 See N,Y, Leg, Law § I-j(4),
3 See N,Y, Leg, Law § 1-j(4),; N,Y, Leg, Law §§ 1-j(a),(b),4 .See 19N,y,C,R,R, § 938.4(b),



reflects overt hostility toward the NYCLU's advocacy on issues of civil rights and civil liberties.
These facts also make clear that harassment and violence directed at the staff and members ofthe
NYCLU would also be directed at the organization's financial donors if the State requires
pllblication of thei!'personal information.

Moreover, there are reasons to believe that the Commission's rejection of the NYCLU's request
for an exemption did not rest upon a meaningful discussion of the merits of the NYCLU' s
application or the potential threat posed to the NYCLU's donors. This conclusion is supported
both by an examination ofthe records of the JCOPE meetings and by the statements of members
of the Commission who dissented from the denial of the NYCLU' s application. In short, JCOPE's
denial of an exemption was clearly erroneous, and should be reversed on appeal in the interest of
protecting the personal safety and constitutional rights of the NYCLU's financial supporters, and
in the interest of rudimentary consideration of fair processes.

A. Background

New York's Lobby Act requires organizations subject to regulation by JCOPE to report
information on donors who contribute 1110rethan $5,000 to such organizations (regardless of
whether the funds were actually used for lobbying) if the organization has made lobbying
expenditures that exceed a certain threshold amount. 5 JCOPE has promulgated a series of "Source
of Funding" regulations, pursuant to this statutory requirement." While the Lobby Act requires
organizations to report the names of Single Source donors (organizations or individuals who have
contributed 1110rethan $5,000 to the organization)," JCOPE's regulations require filing entities to
supply additional personal information about financial supporters - including business addresses
and dates of contributions.'

On January 9, 2013, JCOPE issued a Notice of Emergency Adoption and Revised Rule Making
regarding the new Source of Funding reporting requirements. The proposed regulations went into
effect immediately after issued, six days before the January 15 filing deadline. Consistent with the
underlying statute, the regulations permitted a 501 (c)(4) organization to seek an exemption from
reporting donors' personal information if the organization showed that its "primary activities
involve areas of public concern that create a substantial likelihood" that complying with the
reporting requirements "will cause harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the Single Source(s) or
individuals or property affiliated with the Single Source(s).,,9 The NYCLU submitted comments
that raised a number of constitutional concerns with the Single Source Disclosure regulations on
February 8, 2013. The NYCLU's comments are included as Exhibit C.

On April 30, 2013, the JCOPE Commissioners met and subsequently announced revisions
(effective immediately) to the substantive standard used to grant exemptions from the Source of

5 N.Y. Legis. Law § 1-j(4).
6 19 N.Y.C.R.R. 938 et seq.
7 N.Y. Legis. Law § 1-j(4).
819 N.Y.C,R.R. 938.3(e).
919 N.Y.C,R.R. 938.4(b) (Jan. 9,2013).
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Funding disclosure requirements." Specifically, the new regulation permitted exemptions to be
granted if organizations demonstrated a "reasonable probability" that sharing personal
information about donors would cause "harm, threats, harassment or reprisals" to the donors."

The NYCLU submitted an application for exemption from the Source of Funding reporting
requirements on July 10,2013. The five-page application contained multiple examples of acts of
harassment and property damage at the homes and offices ofNYCLU staff and NYCLU members
across the state. On July 24,2013, the NYCLU supplemented its application with additional
evidence of threats against other NYCLU staff and against staff at ACLU affiliates across the
country. The regulations, as they existed at the time of the NYCLU's initial filing, required that
any materials submitted in support of an exemption from the Source of Funding requirements
"shall" be kept confidential by JCOPE.!2

On October 23,2013, JCOPE issued another Notice of Emergency Adoption and Proposed Rule
Making for the Source of Funding Regulatíons.P The regulation, again, changed the standard by
which JCOPE would determine whether to grant exemptions, reverting back to the requirement
that organizations demonstrate a "substantial likelihood" that disclosure would result in threats to
donors." The new regulations also eliminated the provision that required JCOPE to maintain the
confidentiality of the contents of applications for exemptions." The regulations were, once again,
effective immediately. The NYCLU was informed of the imminent change on October 17, 2013,
and "vas required to re-submit its application, along with any proposed redactions to protect the
confidentiality of people mentioned in the application, within six days. In light of the fact that the
NyeLU had to follow up with ACLU affiliates around the country in order to obtain approval for
making public the personal stories of harassment, the NYCLU was given an extension to file an
amended application. The NYCLU submitted its revised application on October 29,2013. The
revised application included a request to redact certain names and other personal information
about the NYCLU and ACLU staff profiled in the application.

The NYCLU was next contacted by JCOPE on November 27,2013 and informed that its request
to redact names and personal information submitted in support of its exemption application had
been rejected by the Commission. The NYCLU was required to re-submit its application within
four business days, including the Thanksgiving holiday - this time, with a new cover sheet created
by JCOPE, and with the understanding that any materials submitted in support of the NYCLU's
application would be made publicly available. The NYCLU submitted its revised application on

10 See Joint Commission's Revisions to the Source of Funding Regulations and Reportable Business
Relationship Disclosure Guidelines (May 2013), available at
www.jco~e.ny.gov/pubs/eblastlMay%202013%20RBR%20%20S0F%20EBLAST%20FINAL.pdf.

l 19 NY.C.R.R. 938.4(b) (Apri130, 2013). With this amendment to the standard for granting an exemption
from the requirement to disclose donor information, the Commission adopted the standard prescribed by the U.S.
Supreme Court. See, e.g., Citizens United v. Fed. Election Commin, 558 U.S. 310, 367 (2010) ("as-applied challenges
[are] available if a group could show a reasonable probability that disclosure of its contributors' names will subject
them to threats, harassment, 01' reprisals from either Government officials or private parties") (internal quotation
marks omitted) (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. J, 74 (1976».

12 19 NY.C.R.R. 938.4(b) (Apri130, 2013).
13 Proposed Amended Source of Funding Regulations Now in Effect (Oct. 2013 e-blast), available at

www.jcop,e.ny.gov/public/2013/eblastSOFrevised.pdf.
419 NY.C.R.R. 938.4(b) (Oct. 23,201'3).
1519 N.Y.C.R.R. 938.8 (Oct. 23,2013).

http://www.jcop,e.ny.gov/public/2013/eblastSOFrevised.pdf.


December 3, 2013. A copy of this version ofthe NYCLU's application, which is the version
considered by JCOPE, is attached as Exhibit A.

On January 28, 2014, the Commission voted to deny the NYCLU' s application for an exemption
from the Source of Funding disclosure requirements, On Apri14,-20r4, the NYCLU received a
written denial of its application. A copy ofthe denial is attached as Exhibit B.

Pursuant to 19N.Y.C.R.R. 938.6, the NYCLU herewith appeals JCOPE's denial of its exemption
from the Source of Funding reporting requirements. The standard for review on appeal is whether
the Commission's denial was "clearly erroneous in view ofthe evidence in the record.,,16

B. The NYCLU demonstrated a substantial likelihood that public disclosure of personal
information about the NYCLU's financial supporters will result in threats,
harassment and possibly violence.

The evidence submitted by the NYCLU in support of its exemption application demonstrates that
when the names and addresses of the NYCLU's members are madepublic they have episodically
become the targets of harassment and threats of violence.V Individuals associating with the
NYCLU have been stalked at their homes and threatened with physical harm; their property has
been vandalized." This has occurred not only to those associated with the NYCLU, but also to
ACLU members and employees throughout the country. These episodes are sufficiently disturbing
as to warrant protection against their reoccurrence.

This record further demonstrates there is a "substantial likelihood" that if the identities of those
who financially support the NYCLU's work were disclosed, they would face similar treatment.
The Commission's rejection of the NYCLU's application for an exemption from the Source of
Funding disclosure rules is based upon a perfunctory and conclusory assertion that the evidence
presented by the NYCLU in support of its application was "too remote and speculative to establish
a substantial likelihood ofharm.,,19 In support of its conclusion, the Commission offered no
analysis of the legal standard as applied to the facts. And for these reasons the Commission's
ruling regarding the NYCLU's application is unsupported and unsupportable.

The Supreme Court has consistently recognized that compelled disclosure of information about
the financial supporters of organizations "can seriously infringe on privacy of association and
belief guaranteed by the First Amendment.v'" The COU1ihas accordingly held that the Constitution

1619 N.Y.C.R.R. 938.7(c) (as of Apri124, 2014). JCOPE has subsequently promulgated another emergency
regulation, effective inunediately, that eliminates the rigilt to appeal denials of Source of Funding exemptions sought
by 50 l( c)(4) organizations. See 43 N.Y. Reg. 8-9 (Jan. 22,2014) (JPE-43-13-00021-E) (adding Part 938.6(a) to Title
19 N.Y.C.R.R.). Commissioners have stated that they do not intend the removal of the right to an appeal to apply
"retroactively" to organizations that were denied exemptions at a meeting of JCOPE commissioners on January 28,
2014. See Video of the Feb. 18,2014 Commission Meeting (available at
http://www.z'cope.ny.govlpublic/webcast/20140218 JCOPE.wmv). The NYCLU submits this appeal in reliance on that
assertion.

17 See NYCLU Request for exemption from the disclosure requirements in the revised source-of-funding
regulations adopted by the Joint Commission Oll Public Ethics, (Dec. 3, 2013) ("Exhibit A") at 3-10.

18 Id.
19 JCOPE Denial ofNYCLU Source of Funding Disclosure Requirements, (April4, 2014) ("Exhibit B") at 2.
20 Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1,64 (1976).
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requires that organizations must be granted exemptions from compelled disclosures of their
members if the organization can demonstrate a "reasonable probability" that the forced disclosure
of their donors or members will "subject them to threats, harassment, or reprisals from either
Government officials or private parties.,,21 The Court has noted that organizations must be
afforded "sufficient flexibility" in the evidence that they are permitted to submit to demonstrate a
likelihood ofinjury.22 The principle underlying these cases is clear: nobody should be required to
publicly disclose their affiliation with a controversial organization if it will result in physical or
mental harm.

The Lobby Act, JCOPE's enabling statute, states that Source of Funding disclosures "shall not
apply to" registered 501(c)(4) organizations where:

[The (c)(4) organization's] primary activities concern any area of
public concern determined by the commission to create a substantial
likelihood that application of this disclosure requirement would lead to
harm, threats, harassment, or reprisals to a source of funding or to
individuals or property affiliated with such source, including but not
limited to the area of civil rights and civil liberties and any other
area of public concern determined pursuant to regulations
promulgated by the commission to form a proper basis for
exemption on this basis from this disclosure requirement. 23

The statute's legislative history further says that:

The bill expressly identifies the area of "civil rights and civil liberties"
, as one area in which organizations are expected to qualify for such an
exemption in the Joint Commission's regulations. Among other issues
included in this area, organizations whose primary activities focus
on the question of abortion rights, family planning, discrimination
or persecution based upon race, ethnícíty, gender, sexual
orientation or religion, immigrant rights, and the rights of certain
criminal defendants are expected to be covered by such an
exemptíon.é"

Every day, the NYCLU engages in activities to advocate on behalf of individuals and communities
across New York State. In the daily pursuit of its mission, the NYCLU seeks to prohibit
discrimination 011 the basis of race, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, or gender expression; to

21 Brown et al. v. Social Workers' '74 Campaign Committee, 459 U.S. 87,93 (1982); see also, Citizens
United v. F.E. C., 130 S. Ct. 876, 914 (2010). The NYCLU maintains its objection, noted in its exemption application,
to the evidentiary standard being employed by the Commissioners in determining whether organizations have
demonstrated that disclosures will result in harm to their donors. The Supreme Court has consistently stated that thé
appropriate standard is whether organizations can demonstrate a "reasonable probability" that disclosure will result in
hann. JCOPE's requirement that applicants demonstrate a "substantial likelihood" of harms deviates impermissibly
from the constitutionally required standard.

22 Socialist Workers, 459 U.S. at 93.
23 N.Y. Leg. Law. § l-j(c)(4)(ii) (emphasis added).
242011 NYS Legislative Bill and Veto Jackets, 8:5679, L 2011, ch 399, at 10 (2011) (emphasis added).



expand rights for non-citizens; to reform the criminal justice system and uphold the constitutional
protections for those impacted by the criminal justice system; and to safeguard the free speech
rights of all New Yorkers, including those whose message the majority does not agree with, and
those perceived to have a diminished right to speak. The contest over the exercise of civil rights
and Civil liberties often pits the interests of ail individual or a minority group 'against a far more-
powerful majority.

It is therefore not surprising that the NYCLU's work frequently becomes a matter of controversy
that arouses strong feelings among members of the public, and occasionally results in threats to
people affiliated with the organization. In support of its application for an exemption from the
JCOPE Source of Funding disclosures, the NYCLU submitted a ten page document which
included extensive examples of specific acts of harassment and violence directed at NYCLU staff
members, and at persons associated with ACLU affiliates around the country. The evidence
submitted by the NYCLU demonstrated that when certain individuals know where to find people
affiliated with the NYCLU, those individuals harass and threaten people affiliated with the
NYCLU.

W11enaggressive acts are directed against individuals associated with the NYCLU such acts occur
because of the controversial issues with which the NYCLU is involved. To suggest that those who
have intense animus against the NYCLU will act on that animus towards employees and members
of the NYCLU (JCOPE does not question or challenge the factual record submitted by the
NYCLU) but will not act on that animus against the NYCLU's financial donors is simply to
ignore the reality as set out in the factual record the NYCLU submitted to the Commission. The
Commission would seem to require a demonstration of past ha11Dto the NYCLU's donors before
granting the organization an exemption from the Source of Funding disclosure rule. But the
NYCLU has never published the personal information ofits donors out of the very concern that
led the Legislature to require an exemption from such a disclosure requirement: to do so would
place those individuals at serious risk of harm, and that this threat of'harm would not only
jeopardize the safety of these individuals but would also seriously compromise their constitutional
rights of association and belief.

Following are examples of threats and harassment directed at individuals associated with the
NYCLU. These incidents appear, with further context and factual detail, in the NYCLU's
application to JCOPE seeking an exemption from the Source of Funding disclosure requirements.

• An NYCLU staff member involved in a case defending the Ku Klux Klan's free speech
rights received multiple threatening calls at their home, was harassed with ringing door-
bells all hours of the night, and ultimately had their apartment building broken into in an
attempted home invasion. The apartment building and NYCLU office building were
subsequently required to hire 24-hour security to protect the staff member and other
inhabitants of the buildings.

• An NYCLU client had a cross burned 011 their front lawn, after speaking publicly about
their intent to host an event for LOBT teenagers at their youth center.

• An NYCLU member who had been a vocal opponent of an ordinance to ban law signs had
their car tires deflated, and had the phrases "F-~- u ACLU" and "die fag" painted Oll their
car while it was parked in their front driveway.

6
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• NYCLU Chapter Offices around the State and the NYCLU main office in Manhattan have
received bomb and death threats.

• NYCLU staff members have been forced to remove their names from their mailboxes and
request removal from the phone book to avoid harassment at their homes.

In addition to acts of harassment and violence against NYCLU staff members, the NYCLU also
submitted specific incidents of threats to staff at other ACLU affiliates across the country. The
evidence included examples of bomb tirreats and actual bombing attempts, regular harassment, and
even the assertion that staff would "end up like that Daride in Sanford, Florida, that is dead as last
weeks rock and roll hit.,,25

JCOPE's Source of Funding regulations are novel, and the NYCLU has never before been
required to publicly share extensive personal information about its financial supporters. It is
therefore impossible for the NYCLU to submit evidence that its financial supporters have been the
target of similar harassment, when their personal information and NYCLU affiliation have not
been made public. However, the evidence submitted by the NYCLU clearly demonstrates that if
there is public disclosure of persons who fund the NYCLU's work, it is likely that harassment or
threats will be directed, at some point, to one or more of the funders.

C. The Commissíon failed to meaningfully consider the NYCLU's application for an
exemption from the Source of Funding disclosure provisions.

It is difficult for the NYCLU to respond to the Commission's denial of its application for an
exemption from the Source of Funding reporting requirements when the NYCLU was not
provided with any specific reasons for its rejection. The denial letter (included as Exhibit B)
simply states that the NYCLU's application "did not present sufficient evidence" that compliance
would create a "substantial likelihood" of harm to the NYCLU's donors, and that the evidence
presented was "too remote and speculative." As discussed above, the NYCLU submitted ten pages
of specific, recent examples ofNYCLU staff and members being harassed, threatened, and
targeted at their homes and businesses when those addresses were publicly available.

It is not surprising that JCOPE failed to provide the NYCLU with specific reasons for the denial: a
review of the Commission meetings at which the NYCLU's exemption application was considered
reveals that the substance of the application was never even discussed by the Commissioners.r''
The Commissioners never talked about the evidence submitted by the NYCLU; they macle no
findings and offered no analysis regarding the multiple examples of harassment against NYCLU
staff anel affiliates. In fact, the entire public review of the NYCLU's application was comprised of
comments by a single Commissioner who stated that, in that Commissioner's opinion, the
NYCLU had supplied compelling circumstantial evidence that compelled disclosure of donors'
personal information would lead to their harassment/" At the subsequent JCOPE meeting, despite

25 See E~l1ibit A at 3-10,
26 See, generally, Video of the Jan, 28, 2014 Commission Meeting (available at

www,jcope,ny,gov/public/webcast/20140128 JCOPE.wmv); Video of the Feb. 18, 2014 Commission Meeting
(available at http://w'yvw';cope,ny,gov/public/webcast/20140218 JCOPE,wmv),

. 27 See, Video of the Jan. 28, 2014 Commission Meeting (available at
www.jcope,ny,gov/public/webcast/20140128 JCOPE.wmv).



multiple requests by Commissioners that there be public statements about the merits of the
applications for exemptions, there was no further discussion."

In their dissent to the NYCLU's denial, Commissioners Casteliero, Jacob, and Judge Roth,
observed that "there was l'10 nieaningful discussion by the Commission of thé evidence proffered
by the applicants" and that the Majority "ignored a dissenter's request to consider the threats and
acts of hostility directed at the officers, employees, volunteers and affiliates of the applicants in
determining whether the required demonstration of substantial likelihood of harm had been met.,,29

D. Conclusion

In support of its request for an exemption from the disclosure provisions in the Source of Funding
regulation, the NYCLU submitted to JCOPE a substantial factual record. The record indicated
there is a substantial likelihood that NYCLU donors would be subjected to harm, threats and
harassment if information identifying them were made public by the State.

Those commissioners who voted to deny an exemption to the NYCLU simply ignored the factual
record; they dismissed the evidence out of hand. And in failing to exercise a good faith effort to
provide a basis in law and fact for its determination, the commissioners of JCOPE reached a result
that is clearly erroneous.

In the interest of protecting the NYCLU's financial supporters from threats and harassment, the
NYCLU respectfully requests that the decision to deny its exemption from the Source of Funding
disclosure requirements is reversed.

Sincerely,

æ~~
Arthur Eisenberg
Legal Director

DOlma Lieberman
Executive Director

Robert Perry
Legislative Director

28 Video of the Feb. 18,2014 Conunission Meeting (available at
http://www.jcope,ny,gov/public/webcast/20140218 JCOPE, wmv).

29 Exhibit B at 2.
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Exhibit C:

December 3, 2013 Exemption Request and Supporting Letter of the
New York Civil Liberties Union



APPLICATION REQUESTING AN EXEIVlPflON FROM
SOURCE OF FUNDING DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

NYSJoint Commission on Public Ethics
540 Broadway, Albahy, NY 12207
21&:.408":3976/ícope@jcope,ny.gov

The regularlonsgoverning.a Client Flier's obligatlon to disclose sources of fundlngare.contalned In 19 NYCHR Part 938, These
regulations provide that a Client Pller may seekan exemption from the source of funding disclosure requirements, Part 938.4
sots forth the applicable standards upon which én exemption shall be granted by the Joint Commission on Public Ethics. In
addition to completing this form, please review the procedures to apply for anexernptlon In Part 938.5.

ALL CLIENT FILERS S£ŒfNG AN EXEMP'rroN TO ru: SOURCE OF FUNDING
DISCLOSURE OBLIGATIONS MUST FlLL OUT THIS FORM.

Name of Cllent Fller Requestrng Exemption: N tW "(c ~y-'., CI\J \ \.. L\ ß eF-r\ eS \j N\ {J ,\}

'Nal'ne or Individual Authorized to File Request: DONN Pí l \~ßt)<..~I\ 1\N

Title: IC"htc\rn \fe; D\ \tc,ny
TelephoneNumber: l1.\2] ~O~l...2.,:'00

Address: \15 ßY'oöJ Jt, 1; lq
Nt\N '(~r~ I N .'('. \ü öo~

E-M'allA'ddress: \nfo e V\'!C\\). o¥'3
1. Client plier Is an II~C§501(c)( 4) organization seeking an exemption from disclosing ull Sources pursuant to 19 NYCRRrait

9::Œ.4(b),which raqulres.a showing thatthe Client Filer's "primary actlvlties lnvo Ive areas of public concern that
create Clsubstantial likelihood. that disclosure of 'H lts sources will-cause hal'lI), threats, harassment Ol'

reprisals tothe Sources or indlvlduals or property affiliated with the Sources." .,_:p__
2. Client Filef Is not an IRe §501(c)(41 organizatlon and Is seeking an exemption for a Source, Sourceaor class of' Sources

pursuant to 19 NYCHI~Pan 938.4(a), which requires él showlng hy "dear and convlnclng évidence that dlsclosure of the
Source [or Sources] will cause asubstal'ltla I likelihood of harm, threats, harassment or reprisals to the source or
lndlvlduals or propértv afflllated with the SOLIree (br Sources]." _.__ .

All Clièrif Filers must submit, with this ïoim, a lettel' addressed to the Commission requesting an exemption and setting forth
in detail wily theappllcablo ragulatorv standard (19 NYCRRPart 938,4(\1/ or (b)) has beenmet. '

All lnformaüorr In support of the exemption request must be submitted togetherwlth the letter ..

",,,, ,', ""'''''''i''"rl'r'é''lëf,terlnŒ~'rar?föcoT'rfaï¡í'1h-fn¡)rro'\N li'í~'s'lgl'îêï;j'd'ë'¡;I'~rïit'lëili':'''I''ëleê1are''~IY~nI'Wri'f'îföfn'\1rncflf''èô]Tt"îiTi'ùrélil'î ¡J'fI!!'" """ "'.' ,.... """""", """
appllcation Is true, correct, ¡:¡nd cornpl ete to the best of my knowledge and belief."

All In!ormqtion submitted 1/1StIpport of anexemptlol1 will be made publicly aval/erple emd discussed {/1

the Public SessIon of the Comm/sslon's meeting. The only exception to this rule Is Information for
which tlie CommIssIon has gi"ant(~d a Clieht Filer!s request for confIdentIal treatment.

1

()ct()b(~r2013



Donna Liebenn an
Executive Director
New York Civil Liberties Union

r

I declare that the information contained in this application is true, correct, and complete to the
best of oui' knowledge and belief.

f?J_3/;_3_
Date

i
~. •• , ,.,.. "" ..••..•. 'v"-;- .,..,.,,,,, ..,, , " , ,v""'''''' .",.,_,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,_,.,.., "".•" . _,•."." .~'"YY'"'''''''''' •." " , ""., ..J. ··, .. " .. ,.• ~¥,,,,,,y,,,,,,Y·'·'···'Y·"I·"'·""""~'''·'''·'''''''''·' ,." ., ,••, , "'",, , ••.,,, ••,,, .. ',~,,.,.,., " •., y.,-- y,,, " ,,, "" , ,-""..y. •.., , ,"y" , ".,_'V". 0-'· "., , ,.. . .•• "," '-h" n, , ..



NYCLU
NEW VOR'K CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

125 Broad Street
New York) NY 10004
212.607.3300
212.607.3318
www.nyclu.org

Sent hy email

December 3,2013

Robert Cohen
Special Counsel ~U1dDirector of Ethics and Lobbying Compliance
New York State Commission on Publio Integrity
540 Broadway
Albany, New York 12207

Re: Request for exemption from thedisclosure requirements ill the
revised aource-of-fundtng regulations adopted by the Joint
Couunlssinn on Public Ethics I

Dear 1\1[1'. Cohen:

On Octobe1'23) 2013, the Joint CQl11miSsLOn onPublic Ethics (J'COPE.) adopted amendments to
recently promulgated regulations that require an organization that engages in 'lobbying activities
to disclose the names, 'addresses, employers and contribution infonuetion regarding any
eontributerwho provides at least $51000 to such an organization? We write on behalf of the
New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) seeking an exemption from the regulations' public
disclosure provisions related to sourcets) of funding.

'the revised regulations provide that the Commission "shall grant an exemption to disclose all
Sources-of Contributions to a Client Filer if (i) the Client Filer has exempt status under LR.C.
§501(c)(4); and (il) the Client Filer shows thatits primary activities Involve areas of public
concern that create a substantial likelihood that 'disclOS1.11'C of its Sourceïs) will cause harm,
threats) harassment-or reprisals to the Sourcets) or individuals or property affil iated with the
S'mn'ceCs).')3 (Emphasis added.)

In requestingthis exemption from the source-of-funding disclosure provisions, we state our
objection to the amended standard by' which the Commission will determine eligibility for such
an exemption. The Supreme Court has long held that the appropriate standard for exempting
organizations from the requirement to publicly disclose information regarding their financial

I 43 N.Y. Reg, lS-19 (Oct. 23,20 13) (.njE"43·1:3·00()21~EP) (Amendment ofPart 938 of Title 19 NYCRR).
J Id.
3 ld.at§ 93.8.4 (b)

http://www.nyclu.org


donors is a showing that there is a "reasonable probability" such disclosurewould cause harm,
threats or.reprisal to those donors 01' to their property." It is this standard that was adopted by the
commissioners ofJCOPE in et regulation adopted on Aprill O,2013. 5 The newly amended
regulation, however, adopts ft heightened standard _""substantial likelihood" of harm Ol'

harassment - as the basis for granting such an exemption, Webelieve this is in onor both as ~t
matter of constitutional law and public policy; and the NYCI/U reserves the right to appeal fi
ruling by fCOPE that is made pursuant to this standard.

Having stated this objection) we set out below a legal analysis. and factual record that
demonstrates the publie disclosure. of information as required by the source-of-funding
regulations would) in fact.create él. substantial likelihood of ha1'111 to the NYCLU and to its
members and. donors,

The NYCL1J's mission is to defend and promote the fundamental principles and values
embodied in the Bill of Rights, the U.S, Consti tutíon, and the New York Constitution, incluôing
freedom of speech. and religion, the right to pri vacy, and equality and. due process of law for all
NewYorkers. The NYCLU is organized under the l.R.C, as él. §501(o) (4) organization,
Members of the NYCLU staff are registered lobbyists pursuantio New York's Lobby Act," and
the NYCLU reports as ft lobbying Hclient.,,1 'T'he organization has approxirnetely 40,000
members statewide.with offices in Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Hempstead (Nassau
County), and Central Islip (Suffolk County).

The contest overthe exercise of civil rights and liberties often pits the interests of Hl1 indlviduel
or a minority group against-a far more powerful majority, which notinfrequently is' aligned with
goverumeatentities that wield the power and authority of the state, It is in the very nature of
this contest that strong opinions and feelings arearoused, Toadvocate on behalf of individuals'
rights and liberties is to engage in what is often a highlypublic controversy,

j

I
I

I j1.. _ " " , " " "" .
¡

I

It is expressive advocacy óf this nature that legislators sought tö exempt from the public
disclosure regulations promulgatedpursuant to the. Public Integrity Refo rm Act of 20 11 (PIRA), 8

Thesponsot's memorandum accompanying that legislation explici dy states that ¡~'CÍvi1rights 'lix!
civil liberties' orgenizations, among others.t'are expected toqualify fol' such an exemption in the
Joint Commission's regulatíons.:" The commentary Qn the bill, as.pl'ovided by the Spql1soring
legislators, elaborates on th:ís point: ¡'[O]l'gäl1izationswhose primary activities focus on the
question 01< abortion. rights, family planning disorimination or persecution basedtlpOi1 race,
ethllicity, gender, sexual orientation ol'religion, immigrant rights, and the rights. of certain
èriminnl defel1d~li1tsal'eexpcQted to' be covcæd by s1..1.chan exemption,Hlo.

-------.-----
4 BI/ck./eyv: Valøo,424 U,S,l, 88 (1976),
5 35 N.Y.Reg, 17·19 (April 10,201:i.) (JPg-37-12.001 0-8).
6 N.Y, L(}g, Law r ..a, e(osr;q,
'1 See N.y, Leg, Law § J~¡(4),
B Clmptel' 399, Laws öf20 11
'I LoglsltHivø. hitt'öductioi11 A,S30 l. (2011)', (See Sponsor's 11lemonmdu1l1, Part B, Section t: ."OiscloSlll'(;) by
LobbyIsts, , ,")
(.(1 ¡bId•.
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The substantive issues of law and policy identified inthe sponsors' commentary on the proposed
Public Integrity Reform Act read asif they had been excerpted from the NYCLU's mission
statement. The NYCLU's advocacy agenda, in support of this mission, is well documented in
the organlzation's annual reports,

This IS in the very nature of the advocacy in wbí ch the NYCLU engages, Fa llowing are a
number of examples:

Even Çl cursory review of news reports willconfirm that the aforementioned issues often generate
fierce, and violent, controversy,8uch controversy is driven by deeply held opinions and intense
emotions, whi ch often lead to ovett acts of hostility and aggression towards the NYCLU and its
staff.

.. In 1999, the NYCLU Hied ~~lawsuit on behalf of a group affiliated with the Ku Klux
Klan.an organization widely known fOI' its.hostility directed ät certainminority groups.
Tho suit challenged a.state law banning more than. two individuals wearing masks from
congregating in public. The NYCLU argued that the.ordinance violated First Ämendrnent
rights of expression and association. Individuals and groups opposed to the plaintiff's
ideology began protesting against the NyeT)} fol' its decision to litigate tile case.

Protests against the NYCL;U escalated as th.e case progressed, NYCLIU staffaffillated
withthe case became the targets of threats, haraasment, andlon one occasion, an
attempted horne invasion, For example, an organization. found the home address of a staff
member 011 the case, and posted It to the group's website. This. individual began receiving
threatening phone calls at home', Unknown indi viduals rang the staff member' 8 door
buzzer at all hours of the night. Several members of the group entered, this individual's
apartment building and tried to break into the staffmember's apartment. A neighbor
called the police who chased the men out of the building,

In December 2.0021 the grollt) held a protest at the staff member's homeand the building
was obliged to hire security guards for the duræion orthe case tö protect residents from
any further pl'Oblems,'fhese activities made it necessary to hire private security guards to
protect NYCL,U staff for the duration of the case. During.this period, the staff member,
fearful for the safety of family members, would not enter 01' exit the apartment building
with family members,

• th.e same group that targeted NYCLU staffduring the litigation related to the ban em
wearing of'masks also publicly announced efforts to target a high-level NYCLU official

. ".. J¡1J.rillgJ.b,e..,S~\ITlQ p,criQd.n.HQ.Y~L¿y'..Q f4Jh~J:~.J.Y.C.IJ1..Q.f:5çjfÜJl¡;¡d ..ün ..q.nU..$te.d..hQJ11.Q ...l~lG1ih,Ç1J1,Ç..,.. ,
number tmd thegl'otlp [aHee! t.o locate the ot11cia.l's hO.111eaddress, The orficItll
nonetheless felt compelled to renîöve their l'l~mc f1'0111 äny visible listings lJî theit'
apal'tn:ænt building: directory and· n'lai! boxes,

Every year, this NYCLU officiall'eceives a h,t\t dozen. Ol' mOl'e omal l mess~\ges. or lelters
that me of a threatenl.ng nature, FOI' a num,ber ot' y.ef:\rs~in thq; Christmas season, this
offIcial and tho NYCLUstaffreceive do?:ell$ .Qf greeti.11g cards and lette1's reviling thQ



organization and, in some cases, offering prayers for the demise of the organization,
which is typically charactertzed as:God-less or satanic, '1'111sofficial was likewise the
recipient of höstile and belligerent communicationsas a result of the organization's
support for the establishment of a new mosque neal' the former site of the World Trade
Center.

e 011 a daily basis, the NYCLU's seven regional offices' across the State me engage in
advocacy 011 behalf bf minority groups, and represent people. expressingunpopular
positions within their communities. The' NYCLU employees who staff these ofGees" as
well as local NYÇCU members, bave actively engaged in efforts to promote the rights of
religious minority groups, including Muslim communities in the wakeof'the September
11th. attacks; the rights of communities of color in predominantly white portions of upstate
and central New York; and the freedoms of expression and association ofgayand
transgender teenagers,

The directors orthe NYCLU's chapter and regional ornees and theirlocal NYC'LU
members have been subject to harassment and threats as adirect result of these efforts.
For example, in JÜl1.e 2009l an, NYCLU client in.Sherburne, N.Y., was threatened with a
cross burning 011 his lawn after he publicly suggested the possibility of'hosting fl. night for
gay teenagers at his youth center, an event which the NYCLUwas supporting his right to
hold.

In 2007, the NYCU.rs Central New York Chapter Dlrectørand tmNYCLU member
were opposing a proposed town ordinance that would ban an lawn signs. After several
months of attending town meetings and testifying against theproposed lawn sign ban, the
NYCLU member had his cer tiret¡ deflated, and had the. phrases ".F~--uACLU'~ and "die
fag' painted on hís car while it was parked In the drivewayat his home, The member also
received a ransom-style letter with Ej. death threat, After this Incident, the chapter director
and. the NYCLU l11.e111 bel' had to. be escorted bY.'law enforceruent inordet to attend the
town hall meeting where the lawn. sign ban was ultimately voted on. These ate just a few
of many other times when NYCLU members have been threatened with violence in
connection with their public affiliation with the NYCLU.

o S (who prefers not to have his name identified in this, document) answers telephone
calls made to the main number at the NYC'CU'.s New York City office. He responds tö
general inquiries and he takes information from individuals regardingalleged civil
liberties violariens. He receives many calls :5:0111 Individuals angry with the advocacy of
the NYCLU Ol' other ACLU affiliates around the country. S has been employed with the

, , "., ,, .,.,.""",." ,..,1;;1,YCLU ..fot" th.¡t:ty"~Q..l1e.".ye.ars~..d:\'Ldl1g.,.\:VbJch"tl1r.iQmhQ"hf:lS;,,t:e,Cèiv:ed..,a.ppl:Q.xi,ln~lJ.Ç;}J.)?'.ß.L4L,.d.~alh.,.", "'"
threats Ol' threats ofphyslcal assault while at work. In one instance,a caller stated 'that he
woüle! come to the NYCLU's oftlees and Hgo postal.'I' On another ocoäs.1on acalle!' said
'he would come to th~ builcliüg, walt for S to emerge, Hnd attack him. On several
occasions, S has reoeived suspicious packages at the front desk, which recruiJ'ed building
security ägents to remove the packages foJ' Íl)spection with 'oEmX-ray device.

In order to protect hilTiself~ S uses a pse.udonym when convetsil1g with those wlm call the
NYCLU to report a dvil UbertieS' violation Ol.'to c0111plain about a position taken by the
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NYCLU, In order to protect his 'identity, 'he does not allow reporters who attend news
conferences at the NYCLU offices to photograph him at his desk, And for thia reason his
actual name does not appear on the NYCLU's web site, Ile takes these precautions out of
. concern-that-members-of the public could use this information to carry out the threat of an
attack against him .

.. The director of the NYCLtJ's Western Regional office has received death threats on
three occasions) in response to the organization's advocacy work In the Buffalo area. 'T'he'
first of these threats was made in 2000 by an individual who: told theexecutive director in
a phone call, "Iflcatch you, I.' Il kill you,"

The second death threat - to bomb (he NYCLtJ's office in Buffalo - was madein the
period shortly after September Il, 200 I, Police. had directed an individual to remove
from his van a sign that read) HAllah sucks." The individual complied; later he called the
NYCLU, claimíng hís First Amendment rightshad been violated, The NYCLU's
director explained that there was no longer a controversy because the man had complied
with the police order, He responded with Cl. voice-mail message threatening to bomb the
NYCLU's offices.

'1'h0 third death threatagainst this employee also involved detonation ör a bomb at the
NYCLU offices. In 2003 the anti-abortion group Army' of God threatened to bomb the
NYCLD's Western Regional office and él women's health clinic, Both offices were
located in Buffalo. A few years earlier Barnett Slepian, a physician who provided
.abortion services in Buffalo) had been murdered outside his h0111e.11 1112003>Dr.
Slepian's killet' was. on trial fol' the crime. Members of the Army of God came to Buffalo
to show their support for the murderer, ¡U1d to (;OndC111n the supporters of abortion rights--
among whom the N'rC.LU and women's health clinic were prominent

It In 2013, the NYCLU published notification regarding certification or a prospective
class of plaintiffs in Litigation charging that legal services to indigent defendants often
failed to meet constitutiona] standards. In response.one Indlvidual senta letter to the
NYCL.U that was addressed, "Dear Bloodsuckers." "j'he author of the letter exclaimed,
'\lL~ ycm···-cyO\.l bastards .are just trying to tear down society, and acting pious all the
time." 'The letter demanded, "Who pays for this bulla-t?"

• In 2007,a man dressed in a black robe would regularly appear dt the NYCLU's offices
in lower Manhattan,_. which is also the location of the natlonal ofncc~of the I\CLU. 'r'he
man marched outsíde the building, waving sígnsdenouncing the NYCr.JJ and ACtU as
\Idogs" and IIJews.\\ He a1sCl muintaÍn.ed awebsite with c1~dnls Üult the NYCLU and
ACLD WCrG parties tö a b!'OadJewish conspiracy, On this website he pasted photographs·············· ..···············..····..··öTSev¿lär:j\CLlräïicrNYCLUSUiTf·âïl(f"·cTïehCS:l;¡.·........ ·M • M " , , , , ,

11 lïlt.p:¡./www.pl.ochoicC:).orglnboutabortlon/viojC:)nce~íames_kopp.htm\. David Staba, "Abol'tlol1'Foe who killed
doc(Qris sentenced to 25 y\'lí\l'S tolHb" NYTimes (May 10,2003),
http://www.nythïli;Js.com!2003!OSI10/nyreglon/abortion.foe·who-kllled.dooto)."!s"senlenci;Jd.tO.25·year~·to-
lif0.h(I11I'1l'cr.:::b.'1J'1ïcU~lslepra.n&gwh""40 l J 064C66A 9222C06Dß5C$8E6C7D613 ..
I~ Brothel'Nath~lnftel's website 1s Ava:thlble at http://www.bl'Othel'l1atlml1llel.comlînclex.php. A picCureof him m the
NYCLU and ACtU office in New York is available uthttp:/M\.vw,flië!<1'.cúm7photos/i:iickcalyx/800628902/, A
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These examples of harassment andintimidation are not extraordinary, or even unusual, events in
the course of the NYCLU's work, They represent, unfcrtunately, the volatile nature of public
discourse when issues of civil rights and civil liberties are in dispute,

tj) In January of2011, the directorofthe NYCLUis chapter office in Rochester, New
York, received a series of emails from an individual who had contacted the office to
complain about the local court system, The hostility expressed in these emails
intensified over time; as it did, the NYCLO seemed to become part of the problem. The
last in this series of emails included this comment: "this .government is the enemy and
people better start realizing that sooner than later, They better drivearound in bullet proof
cars, [..,] Best of luck inlife. I'm buying El weapon I can find fast. I suggest you do the
same,"

As the New York State affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union, the NYCI.lU is often
irnpl icated in controversies and ccnflíct related to tho exercise, or .suppression, of civil libetties
that arise anywhere in the United States, (See, attached, Supplernental Statementof Facts.)

The phenomenon ofretaliatory animus toward the NYCLU is inherent tö the advocacy the
organization pursues. And as the Supreme Court has observed, a government requirement that
an organization (such as the NYCLU) disclose the identity and personal information of financial
sup.p(:rtçl'~ can compromi~,e. that mission by '~,feriously ínÙ'íng[ing]; on privacy of association and
beliet guaranteed by the FirstAmendment.t'v

The federal court fot the Southern District of New York has held that a statutory reporting
scheme requiring "political committees" to make public reports of infurmation related to receipts
and expenditures, including the names and-addresses of contributors, imposed "excessive
restraints on the exercise ofFirst Amendment rights, , ""¡,,J 'l'he ruling Includes what is, in
effect, a judicial flnding that the required source of funding disclosures will cause direct harm (o
the staff and members of the NVCLU' and, more broadly, to the. First Amendment rights o I~others
who advocate onbehalf of New Yorkers' civil rights and civil liberties.

Defendants adrni t that at least five, of the NYCLUs approximately 40,000
mCI11.bCl'Shavo been subjected to community hostility after their associatlon with
plaintiff had become known, This, tldmlttodly, Was suf110ient to deter thèse
persons ß'omassociatingwith plaintiff. B'ased 011 the above 1~\Çts, , , [p]lain1iff has
demonstrated, as required by the Supreme COU11 in Budde-y {v,Valeo], 424 U.S. at
74~that thero is a l\l'easol1ahle probability th~t the compelled disclosLlre of a
(group's) contributors' names will subject them ,to thl'e&1lS~hi:lmssment, or l'eVrlsals¡........._.. _........................:r.¡:,?D~.£.i"q}.~!~.q9Y:~~~!!E~~~.~~.ti?g!~?.1;~~1..~~)~·..E~~i~.~~.~J2~1~·~\~~,',:,~.¡,::._,, , ,._, , ,. "_.., ,," , ,.,..,.................. _".

l
I oollage'lh~i .i11c1udes il píctUl'O ofNYCLlJ legal dll'cctor Art Eisenberg-und an interv.Îew In which Brothel' Nathflnael

discusses his protost of the NYCLU and ACLUis available at http://www,I'0aliewnews,co!nl'lp''"18, A collage with fl
pií:ture. ofACLUINYCLU client Edie WIndsor and ACLU legElI director Steven Shapiro!s nV&Ii1ubleat
h \'lP-:/ /www.l.e¡¡líewnews.com!.2p.-=.~.1i.
IJ ßuckfe)lv, Valeo, 424 U,S, l, 64 (1.976),
H' NYCLUv, Acdto,459 F.Supp,75 (l978)
15 Id, at 88 (footnote omitted),
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In reviewing this request for an exemption tram the disclosure provisions of the source of
funding regulation, the NYCLU urges the members of the Commission 011 Public Ethics to
consider the underlying rationale that informsthe New York State Legislature's und the Supreme
Court'eadopticn of rules endsranderds that protect organizations-engaged in promoting civil
rights and civil liberties from disclosing information about donors and supporters,

Il is well settled in Supreme Court jurisprudence that the right to petition the government lo take
H position on proposed legislation is among the freedoms protected by the First Amendment.l"
In a representative democracy lithe whole concept of representation depends upon the ability of
the people to make their wishes known to their representatives, ,,11

And to require that the NYCLU (and similarly situated organizations) disclose personal
Information of donors and supporters is to subject those individuals to risk of hann, threats,
harassment and reprisal. This is an unwarranted risk, and an unnecessary one, It is a tisk that we
ask the Commission to eliminate as regards the NYCLlJby providing the orgunlzation an
exemption from the public disclosure requirements.

'We believe that, at this juncture and 011 the basis of this submissiön.jncluding Hw attached
supplemental statement of facts, the NYCT)] should be granted theexemption that wê seek here,
r declare that the information containedin this application istrue, COlTC)ct,and complete to the
best afoul' knowledge and belief. However) if the Commission regards this: submission as
inadequate for any reason, we,~would be prepared to supplement further our legal and factual
presentation.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter,

y ours sincerely,

D~"\",y ~~ ~/ ~'-Donna L1e.bel'111ém'-' ---
Ex eo uti ve l) irector

Robert Perry
Legislative Director

Arthut Eisenberg
••..•....m ••• "' .••..... ••......... ,L.egaLD.ü:~;ct(lJ:,"., ""_" , ,,, "'..'m •••.•••••••• mm"'" .....•• ".m""""''''',m", , "' •• m,,,'m ••• '.,.'" ..""""".,m ....•.....•m•..•.....•••.•.....•••"'" .

16 See, e,g, Eas/em R,. Presidents Conference v, Noerr Mo/c)!' Pi'eight, Inc, I 365 U,S:, 127, 138 CU,S. 19(1).
1'7· .Id. al 137.
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Supplemental statement of facts in support of the NYCLU's request for an exemption l'l'DIU
the source-of-tundíng disclosure requirements

December 3,2013

The facts presented in the foregoing letter) to which this supplement is attached, describe
lncidentsInvolvingNvöl.U staff'rnernbers and the organization's non-staff membera and
supporters who have been the target of threats and harassment as a direct consequence of their
affiliation with the NYCLU and itsadvocacy on behalf ofcivi l rights and civil liberties.

With this supplemental statement of facts, the NYCLU provides further evidence of'the threats
and harassment that are often directed at the organization's employees, clients and supporters,
We do SQ in the interest of providing the members of the Commission with et deeper
understanding as to the heightened risk of harm that would be 'created if the NyeLU WCI'e
required to make public thepcrscnalinfcrmatlon of the organízation's supporters,

It has been recognizedthat controversial organizations seekingexernpticns from disclosure
obligations under Buckley v, Vafeo/8 and under court rulings that develop the legal standards
erticulated in BUëldey,19 are permitted to rely upon their ()Wl1 organizational experiences as well
as those of'comparable organizations. We follow those precedents here,

The NYCLU is the New York affiliate orthe American Civil Liberties Union, 'There is an
ACLU uffiliate 111 every state, anet in Pucl'toH.ico,The ACCU afflliatea pursue a common
misslon ..,,,upholding individual rights and liberties, For that reason the staff orthe ACL\J~s state
affiliates report similar experiences regarding threats and reprisal that follow from this typo of
advocacy. In this sensealt ACLU effiliates are similarly situated.

It is also the case thatstate añlliates often beoorne the representation of the national ACU),
particularlywhen the national organization is involved, 111'Q()j1t1'ÖVel'·$Y, For example, should the
ACUTs national office bringwidely publicized litigation on behalf o f an individual in
California Ol' Florida, personnel with the ståte ufflitates throughout the country become the
representarîves, and spokespersons, for the ACtU, That is, local staff members: become the face
ofa national controversy. To the general public, the local affiliate is the ACl.,U, And lo the
extent the ACLU is associated with acontroversial or provocative issue, people v/il! often direct
their support, or rage\ at the loê'al affiliate.

We ask that JC01)'Ë consjdcl' this institutional dynamic in !ts1'eview orthe facts setolLt belövv,

....._.-,__,''',.._." Ihe,"J:~pxQdllÇtiV.~"xight,s ..pl'Q,gxnm.s,Jlf.xhQ ..:&,GJ..IL ªnd ·.thç;..lIY.cL.\,LJ,m.ctQ.rtq,k~"t¡.t¡gí;1tiQ"n..~.,,,,,..
legislative advocacy and public educatic)11 with the objective ofincreasilîg: ace,css to
reproductive health care, including abortion cåre. This advocacy, pal'tlcularly as l'cgÉ\rds
abortion rights, has macle slaff rriembel;s the target of threats by antí-abor,tiöl1 ácti vists.
Fol' example, a fOl'mer directo!' of the ACLU,. as well asa former ACCU staffattorney
.and legal fellow, al'e listed in the ~'Nul'emlwrg I/Uesll website, which vilit1es l'epl'odllctlve~

III 424 U,S, 1,74,(1974)
1'1 8ee, O.g" 131'01'1'/'1v. Soc/ails/Workers 74 Campaign Committee (Oh/o)', 459 U.S. 87, '99-.102 (1982),
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rights advocates as well as health care professionals involved in reproductive services."
l'he web site displays the names and locations of various doctors who perform abortions
throughout the United States, Dl'. Barnett Slepian, a Buffalo physician, appears 0.11 the
site's.list of "aborted or nearly aborted abortionists," In 1~988,-Dl',Slepian was murdered
by an anti-abortion zealot. In 2007, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ordered
"Wanted" 'posters removed from the website because they constituted a "true threat" to
the physicians identified in, the posters."

iIll A high-ranking official ortho ACLUsat1:1liatc' in Iowa" received a threatening Jetter in
June of20 13, the day after he was quoted in a newspaper article commenting 011 an
ACUJ report that addressedrnclal disparities in marijuana arrests, T'he letter stated,

"Dear Shithead l: ]:

I read with disgust your article". accusing the police of'targeting the Darld es, That is
nothing but a pack of ties, You're just trying to stir-up trouble Hke your two-bit ACLU is
well known for, Well, I have an ultimatum fol' you. Get. your nasty ass Otit of low a. by
July lst or end lip like that Darkle in Sanford" Florida, that is dead as låst weeks rock and
roll hit."

Artet' a fictitious signature, the letter closed with: IIBy the way, thought of a new meaning
fol' your groups [sic] initials which is much I1)Ore fitting: Atheists Create Ludicrous
Untruths,"

III In October 2008, locallaw-enforcement officials in Weld County, Colorado, seized the
business records of a local tax-preparatlon company. The records had been seized Irr an
effort to identify undocumented immigrants \lsing fraudulent social security numbers.
'The ACLO of Colmado ultimately represented clients of the business who 'filed alawsuit
challenging the seizure of their records, 22 Prior to the filing of the lawsuit, ACL,O
lawyers spoke out in opposition to the Weld County police actions. The ACLU staff and
people involved in tho Iltígation, received a number of threatening and harassing
communications as a result of their public comments about the police action, For
example, on November 15) 2008j theplalntiff received a phone message, "Watch YOLir
step lady! IIAnother phone message f;1 few clays later stated, "You 're él criminal. Gl) baok
to Mexico with your people, [." ,] Thope Likeheck that they run your butt. back over the
border. J don't care if you're an American citizen 01' not, you need to go back where
they're corning from," 'l'he ACLU received similar messages as well, including this email
on January 14" 2009, "Hey Retards! I" ,] You people need to 1110veaway, somewhere
very far away.Iíke deep-into Mexico , "Kias off, a~holes!"T'hej\.ldgein this C(;lse ruled

,.m,,,," •. , , '''''' ""'''''''''"' ",f)'QI.n Jh¢..º,~nçhJhªUl}.9"xi$.lç,.Qf J:ç.tª1i.ªtignªnª,hm:ªß~m,ºntçji!:.ç,çJççj,,~\Ll,hº çJi.s:n1~,ºJ.tb,Ø,JªX,,_ .,,""m,." "." ""'"

preparation business was so greí:lt that they cotild proc.eed in the litigation as anony11"l0\.13
"\Tohn Doe" plaíntfffs.

:w NUI'emburg Files,brtn"1l\Y,YLw,,º.lJijß!.l:f.uL(lJlJlºry,C'o!11!.llil'oçj_\xLnQ~l!:1~.J1ll.DJ
:',' Planned Paren/hood \/, A/nd}'. Coalition qj'LiJe; 290 1':,Jd105& (9th Cil', 1002) .

. :¡~ 111RIJSearch o/Amalia's Trans/afió/? emd Tax Ser,vice, summlll'y¡¡nd filings ¡¡vairableat b.ll¡;¡_;/faclli:
co ,org/case/l'e"searCIH\111 tilias-tntnsl,1ti (In·HII(i::ffi.i£.:1i~I'V jçe.
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Aro y'all part orthe same ACLU that sued the [unintelligible] school district in
Ohio because they had a picture of' Jesus'? ,,:l"hat's a bunch of goddarnn b1.11lsh-~-,
You know what? Maybe l should go up there and bomb your goddamn place, you
mother f---ers'. Pissing people off ..Mother [--'-ers,

It In response to advocacy promoting LGJ3'!' rights, the ACLU of Oklahoma Was sent a
hostile music video that interout pictures of activists with images of a fire,2J The video
was delivered with amessage: HIn watching the link to [the] song/video, understand that
though the courts may give you a false sense ofvictory, soon you will receive tho
treatmentthatis being applied in France, A prayer has gone out against you, It is only El
matter of time. You are Unl1l:1ÜU'(\1. When. you play with fire, you will get burned. You are
forcing your disgusting, vile, corrupt, and immoral Iifestyle upon people who soundly
reject it. and for that you 'will ultimately suffer consequences, $0 be prepared to derend
yoursel ves for the actions you take, You can never say that you were never warned!"

As recently' as last week, the ACLU of Oklahoma continues to receive threats to the
'safety oftheir staff. On Friday, October 18,2013, the ACLU ofOklahcma received a
bomb threat in. the: form of a voicemail. The caller asked:

Øl In July 2010, a man named Byron Williams loaded his cal' with guns and body armo]',
I-Ie then headed fol' San Francisco with the lnteurion of killing employees at the offices of
the ACLU of Northern California and at the offices of the Tides Foundation, él

philanthropic organization timt supports environmentalpreservation and other social
justice issues." Before Williams reached San Francisco, police pulled him over for
drivingerratically I and he engaged in et brief gun battle with the officers, After his arrest,
authorities reported he told them that his goal had been to "start a tevo!ution,"2.S

,._-_.'_._,------
23 The video is available at l1Jtp";,Ilw_WJYJ,'iQI;.!tLlbe,çorn/w\llç,h1.Y;:,,ß.J;.Q!:!J.íl!11.L'i¥.E,
"'1 Henry K, Lee, "Alleged gunmun says lie wanted a. 'revolutlon," SFGate,com (July. 21, :W IO),
hllp:/ /www.sf.gut&&9Jly.g.l.1.lne(lltticle/AtkgeJJ.:.fr.\).JlLnat)-sa):.s-he-wantillJ.:1l::ß1.\j2.1U.tiXill:..1H0744 ,r.h12
~s f.bid, "
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Exhibit D:

Photos of NYCLU Member's Car
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